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a b s t r a c t

Flexible energy consumption patterns represent a significant potential for end-users to reduce their
energy costs due to the increasing price volatility in the electricity spot markets. However, a simple and
exhaustive description of flexibilities is needed to efficiently coordinate multiple flexible components.
In this paper, we propose a simple and complete method to describe the end-user flexibility potential.
The proposed method describes flexibilities of the end-user technologies as a combination of inflexible
loads and virtual batteries with variable capacities. This technique allows to describe the flexible
components (such as heat pumps and boilers) with the exclusive use of linear relationships which can
be implemented in mixed integer optimization problems. Furthermore, a rolling horizon optimization
framework is used to define the operating strategy of the end-user components and the trades at
the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot markets. Moreover, we apply our proposed methods to a real-
life use case in Austria with measured data to prove their effectiveness, validity and reliability. The
results show that trading energy in the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot markets can lead the end-
user to a reduction of the energy procurement costs of 8%, but at the same time increases its energy
consumption by 3.21%.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, share of renewable energy sources in global
lectricity generation has grown rapidly [1]. Some of the most
ommonly claimed effects that the growing share of the mainly
ubsidized renewable energy sources has on the wholesale elec-
ricity spot markets are the drop in the average electricity prices
nd a significant increase in price volatility [2]. Price volatility
s the measure of the observed price fluctuations over a certain
eriod. Studies such as [3] and [4] show how the increase of wind
ower and solar photovoltaic generation amplify price volatil-
ty in European electricity wholesale spot markets. Higher price
olatility inevitably implies higher profit opportunities for flexi-
le end-users [5]. Flexibility is the capability of electrical systems
o alter their scheduled injection and/or consumption in reaction
f external signals (e.g. spot market prices). The purpose of flex-
bilities are manifold, e.g. the provision of service for the energy
ystem or the gain of monetary benefits [6]. The interest in op-
rational flexibility of electric power systems increases with the
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growth of grid-connected renewable electricity generation [7],
both because of the variability and the low predictability of
renewable generation which cause Day-Ahead forecast inaccura-
cies [8]. The Intraday spot market is a key market design element
to balance the unplanned lack or excess generation of electric-
ity from renewable energy sources [9], due to quickly-changing
weather conditions.

The core objective of this study is to investigate the value
that different end-user flexible components may create if trad-
ing energy in the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot markets.
Profit opportunities incentivize end-users to apply flexible energy
consumption patterns to their energy supply schedules. End-
users may provide flexibility with different technologies, most of
them on a small-scale [10]. These technologies could be batteries
(BATs), heat pumps (HPs), electric vehicles (EVs), boilers (Bs) and
solar photovoltaic panels (PVs).

The method applied in this paper is a rolling horizon ap-
proach. The rolling horizon optimization aims to define the op-
erating strategy of the end-user components, in order to min-
imize the energy costs and to best allocate the flexibilities of
the end-user between the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot mar-
kets. However, a detailed description of the technical operation
of the above mentioned technologies is generally characterized
by non-linear relationships that lead to the nonscalability of
the calculations. In this work, flexibilities of the end-user tech-

nologies are represented as a combination of non-flexible loads
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Abbreviations

B Boiler
BAT Battery
DA Day-Ahead Spot Market
EPEX European Power Exchange
EV Electric Vehicle
GCP Grid Connection Point
HP Heat Pump
ID Intraday Spot Market
IL Inflexible Load
PV Solar Photovoltaic Panel
SOC State of Charge

Mathematical Notations

T = {0, . . . , T } Time periods
pxt Power of x at time step t
pxmax Maximum power of x
pxmin Minimum power of x
pxpred,t Predicted power of x at time step t
ηx Efficiency of x
socxt State of charge of x at the time step t
K x,sl
% Standby-losses percentage of x

Ex Capacity of x
copx

t Coefficient of performance of x at the
time step t

T x
t Temperature of x at the time step t

T x
min Minimum temperature of x

T x
max Maximum temperature of x

Q x
th,t Thermal energy variation of x at the

time step t
β Regressor
K x,sl Constant loss factor of x
K x,sl
t Losses of x at the time step t

cfx Conversion factor of x
σ x
t Binary variable of x at the time step t

Px
t Price of x at the time step t

Px
t,z Price of x at the time step t for the time

step z
pxt,z Power of x traded at the time step t for

the time step z
Px Price of x

and virtual batteries with variable capacities. This approach al-
lows to describe the flexibilities of an end-user with the ex-
clusive use of linear relationships which can be implemented
in a mixed integer optimization problem. The rolling horizon
optimization framework is modeled using the Python toolbox
yomo [11].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an

verview of the state of the art in scientific literature. Section 3
resents the mathematical representation of the end-user tech-
ologies in the optimization problem and its objective function
hich aims to minimize the total costs. Section 4 provides the
escription of a real-life use case in Austria with measured data
or which the rolling horizon optimization framework is simu-
ated. Section 5 presents the comprehensive results of the case
tudy. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and elaborates on
ossible directions for future research.
2

2. State of the art

As more renewable energy resources as wind and solar pho-
tovoltaic are integrated into a power system, the volatility of
electricity generation quantities increases dramatically [12]. For
this reason, the active participation of the demand side is of
considerable interest for the creation of new business models [13]
and for the European transition to a carbon-free energy sector [6].
However, a simple and exhaustive description of flexibilities is
needed to efficiently coordinate and aggregate multiple flexible
components.

In the studies [14,15] and [16] frameworks for defining and
measuring flexibility in power systems are proposed, in order
to evaluate the variation range of uncertainty in electricity gen-
eration that a power system can accommodate. [17] presents a
method for generalizing the characteristics and the restrictions of
flexible demand. [18] defines the technically available operational
flexibility of individual power system units (e.g. storage systems,
generators and loads) to promote the grid integration of large
shares of fluctuating renewable energy generation.

In [19] the potential of EVs and their considerable tempo-
ral flexibility are used to increase the consumption of fluctu-
ating renewable energy sources. [20] investigates the flexibility
of operating electric boilers, applying different tariff structures.
Furthermore, [21] investigates the flexibility potential of heat-
ing systems combined with storage systems. In particular, [22]
reviews the demand flexibility of residential HPs. [23] and [24]
defines a virtual battery model which provides a simple and
intuitive tool to aggregate the flexibility of distributed loads.
In particular, [23] presents a method to describe the flexibili-
ties of different technologies like HPs, BATs and EVs as virtual
batteries, while in [25] the flexibility of a collection of thermo-
statically controlled loads is modeled as a stochastic battery. [26]
shows a simple and succinct virtual battery model to capture the
flexibility of more complex loads.

In addition, low predictability and variability of electricity
consumption and renewable electricity generation increase the
importance of sequential short-term trading. In [9] the relevance
of Intraday spot markets to achieve a market-compatible inte-
gration of renewable energy is analyzed. The achievable profit
by trading in the Day-Ahead and Intraday spot markets is inves-
tigated in several studies. [27] demonstrates that demand-side
flexibility can yield significant cost reductions on the spot mar-
kets. The extent of the costs reductions are influenced by the
volatility of the spot market prices and the time spans across
which loads can be shifted. Moreover, [28] show that the Intraday
spot market is expected to gain more significance in future as a
result of the growing share of grid-connected renewable energy
sources and their volatilities.

In [29] a rolling horizon optimization is used for the Day-
Ahead and Intraday spot markets bidding, in order to maximize
the profit of the production of a wind farm combined with an
energy storage system. [30] and [31] consider the rolling schedul-
ing in the Intraday spot market in order to maximize the profits
from the flexible operation of thermostatically controlled loads
combined with renewable generation.

In this paper, the flexibilities of end-user technologies such
as BATs, EVs, HPs, Bs and PVs are defined and implemented in
a rolling horizon optimization framework in order to maximize
the profits of the end-user in the Day-Ahead and Intraday spot
markets. The main contributions of this paper beyond the state
of the art are as follows.

• Presentation of different methods to formulate flexibilities
of different technologies (such as HPs and Bs) as virtual

batteries.
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• A data-based method for the linear representation of a HP,
which is typically characterized by highly non-linear rela-
tionships.

• Presentation of a rolling horizon optimization framework
to schedule the components consumption and to plan the
Day-Ahead and Intraday spot market trades.

• Application of the methods to a real-life use case in Austria
with measured data.

3. Methods

In general, an exact description of the technical operation of
lexible end-user components is complex and characterized by
on-linear relationships leading to nonscalability of the calcula-
ions. [32] presents the twelve reasons why non-linear models are
uch more difficult to optimize in comparison to linear models.

n non-linear models, it is hard to distinguish a local optimum
rom a global optimum since the feasible regions may not be
estricted to extreme points and therefore there may be multiple
ifferent feasible regions. This could lead to an increment of the
equired computational time and to different final solutions.

In this section, a method to represent the different end-users
echnologies as linear systems is presented. In the operation of
nd-user technologies, errors are inevitably made in load or gen-
ration forecasts, which often far exceed the inaccuracies caused
y linearization.
In the following, the flexible end-user consumption is imple-

ented in a rolling horizon optimization framework. A mixed
nteger optimization problem is solved each time step in order
o schedule the components consumption and to plan the spot
arkets trades. In this work, forecast errors of generation and
onsumption were not considered.

.1. Flexibility modeling framework

A simple and comprehensive characterization of the flexible
nd-user technologies is needed in order to efficiently describe
everal components in a single linear optimization algorithm. The
ain idea of the proposed method is to implement EVs, Bs and
Ps as virtual batteries with variable capacity in a mixed integer
ptimization problem. In other words, the technical properties of
lexible components (such as Bs and HPs) are defined with the
ame mathematical formulas of a battery. The simple mathemat-
cal formulation of virtual batteries enables the optimal allocation
f the power flows of the flexible end-user components using a
inear optimization model.

The different end-user components are connected to a com-
on grid connection point which is limited by a maximum grid
onnection power. High loads can therefore represent bottlenecks
or end-user flexibility. The power flowing through the grid con-
ection point is traded in the different markets (Day-Ahead and
ntraday spot markets). A graphical representation of a flexible
nd-user and the associated power flows are shown in Fig. 1.
In this work, time is considered as discrete and the time

ange T is divided into a number of constant time intervals ∆t .
irchhoff’s law requires that the sum of all power flows at the
rid connection point node is equal to zero. The power balance
quations of the flexible end-user can be described as follows.
EV
t − pBAT,outt + pBAT,int − pPVt + pHPt +

pBt + pILt = pGCP,Loadt − pGCP,Feed−in
t ∀ t ∈ T (1)

GCP,Load
t − pGCP,Feed−in

t =

pDA,Buy
t − pDA,Sell

t + pID,Buy
t − pID,Sell

t ∀ t ∈ T (2)
3

Fig. 1. Power flows of a flexible end-user.

Furthermore the grid connection point has power restrictions
given by (3).

pGCP,Loadt , pGCP,Feed−in
t ≤ pGCPmax ∀t ∈ T (3)

The mathematical expressions defining the physical limits of
the end-user technologies are described below.

3.1.1. Inflexible load
Inflexible loads describe the consumption which cannot be

flexibilised in the optimization (e.g. the consumption of a dish-
washer, electric stove, lamps, etc.). However, the inflexible loads
are defined through an exogenous time-series of predicted loads
as described below.

pILT = (pIL1 , pIL1 . . . , pILT ) (4)

As mentioned above, the components of a flexible end-user are
connected to a common grid connection point, which is limited
by a maximum grid connection capacity and hence, inflexible
high loads can represent a hitch for the use of flexibility.

3.1.2. Solar photovoltaic panel
The use of advanced power electronics allows to curtail the

solar photovoltaic electricity generation. Hence, we consider a
solar photovoltaic panel as a flexible component. The curtailment
of photovoltaic generation can be economically convenient in
different cases, e.g. when there are negative prices in the market
and no electricity is needed by the end-user to cover its load.

In order to implement the solar photovoltaic panels in the
optimization framework we consider an exogenous time-series
of predicted photovoltaic generation output, defined as follows.

pPVpred,T = (pPVpred,1, p
PV
pred,2, . . . , p

PV
pred,T ) (5)

Since in this work no forecast errors are considered, we can
define the constraint for the optimal photovoltaic generation as
depicted below.

0 ≤ pPVt ≤ pPVpred,t · ηPV
∀t ∈ T (6)

Therefore, the flexibility of a photovoltaic panel is given by
its predicted generation pPVpred,t and its efficiency ηPV. According to
the constraints, the optimization algorithm defines the optimal
generation of the photovoltaic panel pPVt in each time step.

3.1.3. Battery
The flexible operation of a battery is confined at its physical

limits. The maximum input and output power (pBAT ,in
max and pBAT ,out

max )
are limited as described below.

0 ≤ pBAT,int ≤ pBAT,inmax ∀ t ∈ T (7)

0 ≤ pBAT,outt ≤ pBAT,outmax ∀ t ∈ T (8)
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The initial state of charge (socBATStart ) and the battery capacity
EBAT ) represent physical limits, which are implemented by the
ollowing constraints in the optimization framework.

ocBAT0 = socBATStart (9)

0 ≤ socBATt ≤ EBAT
∀t ∈ T (10)

The energy equilibrium of a battery, considering the charging
and discharging efficiency (ηBAT ,in and ηBAT ,out ) and the standby-
losses percentage (KBAT,sl

% ) can be defined in each time period as
follows.

socBATt = socBATt−1 ·

(
1 − KBAT,sl

%

)
+(

pBAT,int · ηBAT,in
−

pBAT,outt

ηBAT,out

)
· ∆t ∀ t ∈ T (11)

In accordance with the constraints, the optimization algorithm
determines the optimal battery operation, defining the optimal
input and output power (pBAT ,in

t and pBAT ,out
t ) and the state of

charge (socBATt ) in each time step.

3.1.4. Electric vehicle
The physical limits of the electric vehicle batteries charge are

similar to the ones of a normal battery, with the only difference
that the electric vehicle batteries are only available for a limited
period of time. Furthermore, in this paper the vehicle-to-grid
operation mode is not taken into consideration.

In order to implement the physical constraints of the elec-
tric vehicle charge in the optimization problem we consider the
predicted starting time of the charging process (t = SEV), the
isconnection time of the electric vehicle (t = DEV) and the

predicted energy needed at the end of the charging process (EEV).
Hence, the state of charge of an electric vehicle battery (socEVt ) is
efined in the following equations.

ocEVSEV = 0 (12)

ocEVDEV = EEV (13)

≤ socEVt ≤ EEV
∀t ∈ (SEV,DEV) (14)

The maximum input power during the charging process is
given by the maximum power of the charging station (pEVmax).
Therefore, the optimal charging power is bounded as follows.

0 ≤ pEVt ≤ pEVmax ∀t ∈ (SEV,DEV) (15)

Furthermore, when the electric vehicle is not connected to the
charging station the input power is set to 0.

pEVt = 0 ∀t ̸∈ (SEV,DEV) (16)

The energy equilibrium of a charging process of an electric ve-
hicle, considering the charging efficiency (ηEV ) and the standby-
losses percentage (K EV,sl

% ) is defined for each time period as de-
scribed below.

socEVt = socEVt−1 ·

(
1 − K EV,sl

%

)
+ ηEV

· pEVt · ∆t

∀ t ∈ (SEV,DEV) (17)

According to the physical restrictions, the optimization algo-
rithm determines the optimal input power (pEVt ) and the state of
charge of an electric vehicle battery (socEVt ) in each time step.

3.1.5. Boiler
The main idea is to flexibilise the electrical consumption of a

boiler and to heat the water when the electricity prices are low,
taking into account the heat losses and ensuring the possibility of
using hot water at any time. However, the heat exchanges inside

a boiler are characterized by highly non-linear relationships. The

4

non-linear relationships lead to nonscalability of the calculations.
In order to linearize the equations describing the heat exchanges
inside a boiler, it is necessary to make appropriate assump-
tions. In the calculations the following simplifications have been
assumed.

• The internal temperature of the boiler (T B
t ) is homogeneous.

• The temperature outside the boiler (T B
a ) is constant.

• The heat capacity (cH2O
p ), the density (ρH2O), the volume

(VH2O) and the pressure (PH2O) of the water in the boiler are
constant.

Hence, the heat transfer coefficient (KB,loss) is constant and can
be defined as follows.

KB,loss
=

A
d
λ

+
1
α

(18)

where A is the heat exchange surface of the boiler (e.g. for a
cylindrical boiler: A = 2πr · h + 2πr2), α is the convective
coefficient of the air, λ is the thermal conductivity and d the
thickness of the boiler isolation material.

The hot water load is defined as an exogenous time-series of
predicted power output as described below.

pB,load
T = (pB,load

1 , pB,load
2 , . . . , pB,load

T ) (19)

In order to implement a boiler as a virtual battery in the
optimization framework, it is necessary to define its capacity
bounds, given by the temperature limits (T B

min and T B
max). The

internal temperature of the boiler (T B
t ) must be within those

capacity bounds, as described in (20).

T B
min ≤ T B

t ≤ T B
max ∀t ∈ T (20)

The boiler typically has the On/Off-functionality. With the
On/Off-functionality, the electrical power of the boiler may only
have two values: the maximum electrical power (pBmax) or 0.
Therefore, the electrical power of a boiler is bounded as follows.

pBt = σ B
t · pBmax ∀t ∈ T (21)

where σ B
t is a binary variable and guarantees the boiler’s On/Off-

functionality. In order to relate the power flows over the time
in temperature changes, a conversion factor (cfB) is needed. In
general, the relationship between thermal energy variation (Qth)
of a sample of H2O and its resulting temperature changes (∆T ) is
expressed as below.

Qth = cH2O
p · ρH2O · VH2O · ∆T (22)

Hence, the conversion factor for a boiler (cfB) is defined as
follows.

cfB =
∆T
Qth

=
1

cH2O
p · ρH2O · VH2O

(23)

where cH2O
p is the heat capacity, ρH2O the density and VH2O the

volume of the water in the boiler. The energy equilibrium of a
boiler, considering the electrical efficiency (ηB), is defined in each
time period in (24) and (25).

T B
0 = T B

Start (24)

T B
t = T B

t−1 + cfB · ηB
· pBt · ∆t−

cfB·
(
pB,load
t + KB,loss

·
(
T B
t−1 − T B

a

))
·∆t ∀t ∈ T (25)

According to the above mentioned physical constraints, the
optimization algorithm determines the optimal operation of a
boiler, defining the electrical power (pBt ) and the internal tem-
perature (T B) in each time period.
t
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3.1.6. Heat pump
In this section the linear modeling of a generic air-to-air heat

ump for heating is presented. The aim of this study is to flexi-
ilise its electrical consumption, ensuring an appropriate, pre-set
emperature range within the heated building or room. In order to
chieve linearity of the equations describing the heat exchanges
ollowing assumptions have been made.

• The indoor temperature of the heated building or room
(T indoor

t ) is homogeneous.
• The coefficient of performance (copHP

t ) is linearly related to
the outdoor temperature (T outdoor

t ).
• The heat losses (KHP,loss

t ) are linearly related to the tem-
perature difference between the inside and the outside
(T indoor

t - T outdoor
t ).

In order to determine the coefficient of performance (copHP
t ), the

heat losses (KHP,loss
t ) and the conversion factor (cfHP), two different

regression analyses were performed, using historical data of the
modeled heat pump. The historical time periods are indicated
with t∗. The regression analyses are resumed in (26) and (27).

∆T indoor,hist
t∗,t∗−x = β⋆

0 + β⋆
1 ·

1
x

t∗∑
i=t∗−x

QHP,hist
th,i +

β⋆
2 ·

1
x

t∗∑
i=t∗−x

(
T indoor,hist
i − T outdoor,hist

i

)
(26)

copHP,hist
t∗ = β̂0 + β̂1 · T outdoor,hist

t∗ (27)

The factor ∆T indoor,hist
t∗,t∗−x represents the indoor temperature dif-

ference between the time period t∗ and the time period t∗ − x.
QHP,hist
th,i is the thermal energy delivered by the heat pump in the

time period i. T indoor,hist
i and T outdoor,hist

i are the historical indoor
and outdoor temperatures in the time period i, while copHP,hist

t∗ is
the historical coefficient of performance at a generic time period
t∗.

Hence, the linearized coefficient of performance (copHP
t ), the

linearized heat losses (KHP,loss
t ) and the conversion factor (cfHP)

are defined as below.

copHP
t = β̂0 + β̂1 · T outdoor

t ∀t ∈ T (28)

fHP = β⋆
1 (29)

HP,loss
t = −

(
β⋆
0 + β⋆

2 ·
(
T indoor
t−1 − T outdoor

t−1

))
∀t ∈ T (30)

In order to optimize the consumption of the heat pump in the
ptimization framework, an exogenous time-series of predicted
utdoor temperatures (T outdoor

T ) is required.
outdoor
T = (T outdoor

1 , T outdoor
2 . . . , T outdoor

T ) (31)

In this optimization framework, the heat pump is modeled
s a virtual battery and therefore it is necessary to define its
apacity bounds given by the indoor temperature limits (T indoor

min
nd T indoor

max ). The indoor temperature of the building or room
T indoor
t ) must be calibrated within those temperature bounds as
escribed in (32).
indoor
min ≤ T indoor

t ≤ T indoor
max ∀t ∈ T (32)

The heat pump operates between two electrical power limits.
he minimum power (pHPmin) and the nominal power (pHPmax). Hence,
he electrical power of the heat pump is bounded as follows in the
ptimization framework.
HP
min · σHP

t ≤ pHPt ≤ pHPmax · σHP
t ∀t ∈ T (33)

The energy equilibrium of the heated building or room can
e defined in each time period as in (34) and (35) with the
5

onsideration of the electrical efficiency (ηHP) and the linearized
oefficient of performance (copHP

t ).
indoor
0 = T indoor

Start (34)
indoor
t = T indoor

t−1 +

(
cfHP·copHP

t ·ηHP
·pHPt − KHP,loss

t

)
· ∆t

∀t ∈ T (35)

According to the physical restrictions, the optimization frame-
work determines the optimal consumption of the heat pump
(pHPt ) and the resulting indoor temperature (T indoor

t ) in each time
step.

3.2. Rolling horizon optimization framework

The consumption and the energy trades of the flexible end-
user are scheduled based on a rolling horizon optimization ap-
proach. The rolling horizon optimization approach is more realis-
tic than traditional models which consider perfect knowledge of
generation/consumption/market prices for the entire optimized
period. As shown in Fig. 1, the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot
markets are considered. An optimization takes place every hour
and a mixed integer optimization problem is solved in order to
schedule the components consumption and to plan the market
trades. The Day-Ahead spot market auction for the next day takes
place every day at 12 a.m. The Day-Ahead spot market prices are
defined as an exogeneous time-series as described below.

PDA
T = (PDA

1 , PDA
2 . . . , PDA

T ) (36)

The energy traded at the Day-Ahead spot market for a generic
time t (pDA,Buy

t and pDA,Sell
t ) is defined from the optimization

algorithm as follows.

pDA,Buy
T = (pDA,Buy

1 , pDA,Buy
2 . . . , pDA,Buy

T ) (37)

pDA,Sell
T = (pDA,Sell

1 , pDA,Sell
2 . . . , pDA,Sell

T ) (38)

Therefore, the resulting costs at the Day-Ahead spot market
(CDA

t ) are defined by the difference between the costs of energy
bought (CDA,Buy

t ) and the revenues of energy sold (CDA,Sell
t ).

CDA,Buy
t = pDA,Buy

t · PDA
t · ∆t ∀t ∈ T (39)

CDA,Sell
t = pDA,Sell

t · PDA
t · ∆t ∀t ∈ T (40)

CDA
t = CDA,Buy

t − CDA,Sell
t ∀t ∈ T (41)

There are two different prices in the Intraday spot market, bid
and ask price, which are updated every hour for the following
24 h (τ ). The exogenous time-series P ID,Ask

t,τ and P ID,Bid
t,τ indicate the

Intraday spot market prices at the time t for the energy products
of the next 24 h with a 15 min resolution (τ = {1, . . . , 96}). For
example, the price P ID,Ask

5,9 expresses the Intraday spot market ask
price at the time step 5 for the energy which is delivered at time
step 9.

P ID,Ask
t,τ = (P ID,Ask

t,t+1 , P ID,Ask
t,t+2 . . . , P ID,Ask

t,t+96) ∀t ∈ T (42)

P ID,Bid
t,τ = (P ID,Bid

t,t+1 , P ID,Bid
t,t+2 . . . , P ID,Bid

t,t+96) ∀t ∈ T (43)

A graphical representation of the optimization framework’s
chronological operation is shown in Fig. 2.

In the Intraday spot market it is possible to trade the energy
products for the next 3 h (δID) at the respective bid and ask prices.
This enables the end-user to profit from the short-term price
fluctuations in the Intraday spot market through its flexibility.
However, the time-series of the scheduled trades at the Intraday
spot market at the time t for the period (t, t + τ ) are defined by
the optimization algorithm every time step as described below.

pID,Buy
= (pID,Buy

, pID,Buy
. . . , pID,Buy ) ∀t ∈ T (44)
t,τ t,t+1 t,t+2 t,t+96
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Fig. 2. The rolling horizon planning process.

ID,Sell
t,τ = (pID,Sell

t,t+1 , pID,Sell
t,t+2 . . . , pID,Sell

t,t+96) ∀t ∈ T (45)

Hence, the power traded in the Intraday spot market for a
eneric time t (pID,Buy

t and pID,Ask
t ) is equal to the sum of all the

ntraday spot market trades for the time t and can be defined as
ollows.

ID,Buy
t =

δID
k∑

i=0

(
pID,Buy
t−i·k,t

)
∀t ∈ T (46)

ID,Sell
t =

δID
k∑

i=0

(
pID,Sell
t−i·k,t

)
∀t ∈ T (47)

Therefore, the resulting costs in the Intraday spot market at
generic time t (C ID

t ) are defined by the difference between the
Intraday spot market purchases and sales for the time t (C ID,Buy

t
and C ID,Sell

t ).

C ID,Buy
t = ∆t ·

δID
k∑

i=0

(
pID,Buy
t−i·k,t · P ID,Ask

t−i·k,t

)
∀t ∈ T (48)

C ID,Sell
t = ∆t ·

δID
k∑

i=0

(
pID,Sell
t−i·k,t · P ID,Bid

t−i·k,t

)
∀t ∈ T (49)

ID
t = C ID,Buy

t − C ID,Sell
t ∀t ∈ T (50)

In general, the grid costs (CGrid) consist of three components
nd depend on the grid level: an energy-related component
CGrid,E
t ), a power-related component (CGrid,P) and a fixed flat

rate (CGrid,FR). The energy-related component depends on the
amount of energy flowing through the grid connection point
at every time step and is defined in (51). The power-related
component depends on the maximum power flowing through the
grid connection point as shown in (52). Hence, the total grid costs
are defined in (53).

CGrid,E
t = pGCP,Loadt · PGrid,E

· ∆t ∀t ∈ T (51)

CGrid,P
= PPower

· pGCP,Loadmax (52)

CGrid
=

T∑
t=1

(
CGrid,E
t

)
+ CGrid,P

+ CGrid,FR (53)

The objective function of the mixed integer optimization prob-
lem which is settled every hour, is the minimization of the costs
6

within the horizon τ and is defined as follows.

min
τ

t+τ∑
i=t

(
C ID
i + CDA

i + CGrid,E
i

)
(54)

The total costs (CTotal) are given by the sum of all the trades
and the grid costs within the time periods T as shown in (55).

CTotal
=

T∑
t=1

(
C ID
t + CDA

t

)
+ CGrid (55)

4. Description of the case study

The end-user considered in this work is a wastewater treat-
ment plant in Großschönau, Austria. The simulated period covers
two winter weeks: from 06.01.2020 until 20.01.2020. At this site,
the grid connection point is limited to 40 kW and the considered
grid tariffs are those applied in Austria (according to the Austrian
electricity regulator [33]).

The end-user has two photovoltaic systems with a total in-
stalled capacity of 82.33 kWP . The energy generated within the
simulated period is 490 kWh. Furthermore, the wastewater treat-
ment plant includes two EVs-charging stations with 11 kW nom-
inal power each. The EVs parameters used in the simulations are
the actual measured values at the wastewater treatment plan.
The installed storage is a lithium-iron-phosphate battery model
‘‘BYD BATTERY-BOX HV’’ with an external inverter. The usable
capacity of the storage is 11.52 kWh and consists of 9 modules
(each 1.28 kWh). The maximum charging power is 6.4 kW, while
the maximum discharging power is 5 kW. The HP installed in
Großschönau is an air-to-air heat pump model ‘‘TERRA SW Basic’’.
The indoor temperature limits are set to 20 ◦C and 25 ◦C. The
minimum power is 2 kW while the nominal power is 2.78 kW.
The boiler installed is the model ‘‘Electrical Stand Storage VS 300’’,
which has a water content of 300 liters and a nominal power
of 6.6 kW. In this case the temperature limits are set to 40 ◦C
or 95 ◦C. In addition, the end-user has different inflexible loads
with a total consumption of 1.39 MWh during the simulated pe-
riod. The generation and consumption data are actually measured
data of the studied wastewater treatment plant in Großschönau,
Austria.

This case study, both the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot
markets at the European Power Exchange (EPEX) are considered.
The Day-Ahead spot market auction for the next day takes place
every day at 12 a.m., while the trades in Intraday spot market
take place hourly for the next 3 h with a 15 min resolution.
Therefore, an optimization takes place every hour as shown in
Fig. 2. The updated Intraday spot market prices are included
every hour in the rolling horizon optimization framework as
input.

In the investigated case study, perfect forecast of load, gen-
eration and outdoor temperature have been assumed. Moreover,
it has been assumed that the operations of the managed com-
ponents are performed through automated technologies, consid-
ering an optimal communication between the operating compo-
nents.

5. Results

In this section, the results of the simulations are presented.
In order to raise the potential of marketing flexibilities in the
Intraday spot market, three different simulations are performed.

• Energy Optimal or Baseline simulation
• Day-Ahead simulation

• Day-Ahead and Intraday simulation
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Fig. 3. Rolling horizon planning process at time step t .

The ‘‘Energy Optimal simulation’’ or ‘‘Baseline simulation’’ is
erformed considering a constant electricity price. In this way,
o market signals are considered when optimizing the operation
f the individual components, whereas their physical limits are
onsidered (e.g. limited power, capacities, etc.). The result is a
echnical optimal schedule with minimum energy losses and thus
ith the lowest energy consumption. After the power flows of the

ndividual components are determined by the optimization algo-
ithm, the energy trades are calculated with the Day-Ahead spot
arket prices at the EPEX at respective times. This simulation is
onsidered as a baseline to assess the potential of the remaining
wo simulations where spot market prices are considered in the
olling optimization process.

In the ‘‘Day-Ahead simulation’’, the optimization is based
olely on the varying Day-Ahead spot market prices at the EPEX.
nergy is purchased when prices are low, so as to avoid buying it
hen prices are high. The objective of the optimization in this
ase is to minimize the overall costs of the end-user trading
nergy at the Day-Ahead spot market.
The ‘‘Day-Ahead and Intraday simulation’’ is performed con-

idering both the Day-Ahead and Intraday spot market at EPEX. A
ixed integer optimization problem is solved every hour in order

o schedule the components consumption and to plan the market
rades for the next 24 h. The Intraday spot market prices are
pdated every hour for the next 3 h with a quarterly resolution
nd entered in the optimization framework as input. The trades
or the next 3 h (at the respective bid/ask prices) will be made
n the Intraday spot market. The bid price is the highest price
trader would pay to buy energy. The ask price refers to the

owest price a trader is willing to sell. This enables short-term

rice fluctuations in the Intraday spot market to be exploited. o

7

Fig. 4. Rolling horizon planning process at time step t + k.

In the interests of clarity, two sequential steps of the rolling
orizon planning process of the ‘‘Day-Ahead and Intraday simu-
ation’’ at time step t and time step t + k are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 respectively. As already visible in Fig. 2, the parameter k
epresents the rolling period. In Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4, the traded
nergy at the spot markets, the boiler operation, the heat pump
peration, the battery operation and the spot market prices are
hown from top to bottom. For the sake of space, the inflexible
oads, the photovoltaic generation and the charging of electric
ehicles have been omitted in these graphs.
In Fig. 3 it is observable that the Day-ahead spot market auc-

ion already occurred (at 12 a.m. of the previous day). Therefore,
he required energy for the 8th of January is already traded and
he operation schedules of the components provided. However,
he volatile Intraday spot market prices offer an opportunity to
educe the overall costs of the end-user despite the grid costs.
ence, the energy is traded at the Intraday spot market and
ew operation schedules of the components are provided. The
peration schedules of the end-user components are pursued for
rolling period k.
At time step t + k the Intraday spot market prices are up-

ated and a new mixed integer optimization problem is solved.
s observable in Fig. 4, a new amount of energy is traded at
he Intraday spot market. This is because the energy is being
raded at a low price at the Intraday spot market, probably
ue to an unexpected overproduction or an unexpected under-
onsumption in the grid. However, trading energy at the Intraday
pot market at time step t+k is the optimal solution to minimize
he overall costs of the end-user. The operation schedules of the
omponents are redefined in order to optimize the consumption

f the traded energy. As shown in Fig. 4, the planned operations
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Fig. 5. Results of the three rolling horizon optimization for the two simulated
winter weeks.

of the boiler, the heat pump and the battery altered at time step
t + k in comparison to their planned operations at time step t .
he heating of the boiler water has been postponed at time step
+k in comparison to the planned boiler operation at time step t .
he energy that was already traded at the Day-Ahead spot market
nd that was planned to heat the boiler water is stored in the
attery. The plan for heating by the heat pump is also altered so
s to achieve the lowest total costs.
The results of the three different rolling horizon optimization

imulations for the two winter weeks, from 06.01.2020 until
0.01.2020, are shown in Fig. 5.
The bar charts show with the cash flows and the energy flows

chieved in the simulations. The costs for the Day-Ahead spot
arket purchases (

∑T
t=1 C

DA,Buy
t ) and the purchased amount of

energy in the Day-Ahead spot market (∆t ·
∑T

t=1 p
DA,Buy
t ) are

shown in blue. The costs for the Day-Ahead spot market pur-
chases decrease by 2.44% in the Day-Ahead simulation and 10.79%
in the Day-Ahead and Intraday simulation, while the amount of
energy purchased in the Day-Ahead spot market increases by
1.09% in the Day-Ahead simulation and decrease by 5.58% in the
Day-Ahead and Intraday simulation. The purple bars show the
income for the Day-Ahead spot market sales (

∑T
t=1 C

DA,Sell
t ) and

the sold amount of energy (∆t ·
∑T

t=1 p
DA,Sell
t ). The revenues from

the Day-Ahead spot market sales and the amount of energy sold
remain equal in the Day-Ahead simulation. In the Day-Ahead and
Intraday simulation the income for the Day-Ahead spot market
sales decreases by 47.8%, while the amount of energy sold in
the Day-Ahead spot market increases by 1.07% compared to the
optimal energy simulation.

In the Day-Ahead and Intraday simulation the purchased en-
ergy at the Intraday spot market (∆t ·

∑T
t=1 p

ID,Buy
t ) is 172 kWh

for a total cost (
∑T

t=1 C
ID,Buy
t ) of 3.78 e . The values are shown

in the bar charts in orange. Furthermore, the green bars show
the amount of energy sold in the Intraday spot market (∆t ·∑T

t=1 p
ID,Sell
t ) and the derived income (

∑T
t=1 C

ID,Sell
t ). In the Day-

Ahead and Intraday simulation 48 kWh are sold for 6.01 e . The
power-related grid costs CGrid,P (in light blue) and the flat rate
CGrid,FR (in red) remain unchanged because the power peaks are
not optimized and the flat rate is not dependent on the en-∑T Grid,E
ergy consumption. The energy-related grid costs ( t=1 Ct )

8

Fig. 6. Comparison of the achievable costs reduction and the consumption
increase for the two simulated winter weeks.

are shown in magenta and increase by 1.51% in the Day-Ahead
simulation and 5.04% in the Day-Ahead and Intraday simula-
tion, because of the energy consumption increase. The total costs
difference to the Energy Optimal simulation and the total con-
sumption increment compared to the Energy Optimal simulation
are shown in black. The total costs (

∑T
t=1 C

Total
t ) decrease by

.34% in the Day-Ahead simulation and 0.78% in the Day-Ahead
nd Intraday simulation, while the amount of energy consumed
ncreases by 1.18% in the Day-Ahead simulation and 3.21% in the
ay-Ahead and Intraday simulation.

Fig. 6 shows the total costs and energy consumption differ-
nces of the ‘‘Day-Ahead simulation’’ and the ‘‘Day-Ahead and
ntraday simulation’’ to the ‘‘Energy Optimal simulation’’.

In general, the percentage of total costs reduction is slight,
ince most of the costs depend on the grid charges. In fact, the
nergy procurement costs in the ‘‘Day-Ahead and Intraday sim-
lation’’ decrease by 8% compared to the ‘‘Energy Optimal sim-
lation’’. It should be also noted that the relative cost reduction
orrelates with the relative consumption increase.
Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that in the Day-Ahead

nd Intraday simulation the battery usage or the battery’s number
f charging cycles increases by 14.6% compared to the Day-
head simulation. This causes a more rapid reduction of the
tate-of-Health of the battery, which implies faster deterioration
nd consequently, higher investment costs for the long-term
peration.
Since the optimized time span is two winter weeks, the results

re not scaled up to one year. Upscaling the results to one year
ould not be representative, since electricity consumption (in
articular the electricity consumption of boilers and heat pumps)
s considerably higher in winter.

. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, the value that different end-user flexible com-
onents (such as BATs, EVs, HPs, Bs and PVs) may create if
rading energy in the Day-Ahead and the Intraday spot markets is
nvestigated. The end-user technologies are represented as a com-
ination of non-flexible loads and virtual batteries with variable
apacities, in order to describe the flexibilities of an end-user with
he exclusive use of linear relationships and implement them
n mixed integer optimization problems. Furthermore, a rolling
orizon optimization framework is used to define the operating
trategy of the end-user components and minimize the overall
osts of the end-user trading in the Day-Ahead and the Intraday
pot markets.
The methods presented to obtain the linearity of the equations

hat describe the heat exchanges of Bs and HPs have achieved
igh accuracy. With respect to the total measured consumption
n the two considered winter weeks, they achieved an accuracy
f 98% in the case of the boiler and 95.7% in the case of the
eat pump. Hence, it can be stated that the proposed method
s suitable for the implementation of boilers and heat pumps in
ixed integer optimization problems.
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The simulations have shown that trading energy in the Day-
head and the Intraday spot markets can lead to a reduction
f the total costs of 0.78% compared to the technical optimal
peration of the end-user flexible components. In particular, the
nergy procurement costs decreased by 8%. This leaded to an
nergy consumption increase of 3.21%, which caused an increase
n energy-related grid costs of 1.51%

This study shows that price fluctuations in the spot mar-
ets, caused largely by grid-connected renewable energy sources,
mplies profit opportunities for flexible end-users. Hence, market-
riented optimization of end-user flexibilities could become more
mportant in the future with the increase of grid-connected re-
ewable energy sources and the associated increase in price
olatility.
Moreover, the size of electric vehicle batteries is growing

ignificantly nowadays. The increasing capacity of the individual
Vs batteries ensures greater operational flexibility available to
he end-user who in the future could be further incentivized to
pply a market-oriented optimization of its flexibilities.
Furthermore, it has to be noted that the simulations did not

ake into account the investment costs which would make the
oordinated operation of flexible end-user components possible,
.g. a communication infrastructure between the end-user, the
pot markets and a local device for controlling the end-user
lexible components.

Finally, the simulations are performed without considering
ny forecast errors of generation and consumption. Hence, the
otal costs reduction could decrease and the additional consump-
ion could increase. Therefore, one of the future challenge is
o investigate to what extent the quality of the forecasts can
nfluence the total costs reduction.
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